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Abstract

This work presents the use of security proposals in the
Web Services architecture aiming to provide an environment
that guarantees authentication and authorization transfer
between different security domains. The model described
facilitates the access of rights owners into an environment
with different security technologies. This model is based
on the federation web concept, which allows scalable and
flexible rights management solutions. This work illustrates
the model properties through examples involving different
security technologies.

1. Introduction

Transparent to platforms and with a loosely coupled
model are characteristics that make Web Services ideal as
integrative technology, allowing distributed applications to
be flexible and rapidly built in large scale environments,
such as the Internet. This integrative characteristic allows
existing applications to be available and visible without a
great cost being involved. Also the firewalls boundaries can
now be crossed. Applications cross several administrative
domains, performing multiple hops, involving multiple op-
erations in many services.

These are some of the facilities provided by the Web Ser-
vices Architecture. But, facilities such as crossing the filter-
ing of packages, considered prohibitive to distributed appli-
cations developed in CORBA for instance, are also consid-
ered a high risk factor, when security is a requirement to be
considered.

Another aspect related to Web Services Model which
offers some security difficulties is that server applications
are not restricted to direct interactions with their clients.
Web services may serve as a proxy of requests from clients
which would be routed to other services, the real operations
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providers. The intermediate accesses are performed on be-
half of the principal1 which originated the initial request.

In order to make the use of Web Services safe and thus
guarantee its ample adoption, many security proposals are
being submitted to organizations such as W3C (World Wide
Web Consortium)2, OASIS (Organization for the Advance-
ment of Structured Information Standards)3 and WS-I (Web
Services Interoperability Organization)4.

The proposals above with XML security specifications
are intend to cover several security areas. The underly-
ing layers technologies may also be used together to pro-
vide greater security. For instance the SSL (Secure Sockets
Layer) [8].

The management of distributed applications built ac-
cording to the Web Services model is also a great challenge,
since the management boundaries are crossed, these appli-
cations will be under several management models, integrat-
ing several technologies of implementation and also involv-
ing several mechanisms and security models. Each security
domain crossed by a distributed application can provide its
own set of security credentials, having as a basis its under-
lying security technology and policies.

This paper presents our experience in the development
of a trust model for service-oriented distributed applica-
tions. The model assumes authentication and authoriza-
tion premises crossing several management and security do-
mains. This model must serve as a mediator within trust
schemes of different security domains, involving clients
and services laid as distributed application. Therefore, the
mechanisms for locating the rights in heterogeneous envi-
ronments, must deal with different security technologies.
These technologies usually express rights and controls in
a varied and non-interoperable way. This model´s role is
to allow, for instance, the interaction between a client in
a domain which uses X.509 [9] and a server whose con-

1Authorized user, process or host by the security policies.
2http://www.w3.org
3http://www.oasis-open.org
4http://www.ws-i.org
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trols had been implemented based on SDSI/SPKI certifi-
cates [[4], [15]].

This work is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the idea of grouping the principals through the concept of
federations and the trust model for Web Services. Details
of the implementation are in section 3. In Section 4 related
works are discussed. Finally in section 5 conclusions are
made on this work.

2 Trust Model for services oriented environ-
ments

In this section we introduce the trust model defined
for distributed applications developed through Web Ser-
vices. The model, since it has, as a base, an integrative
technology, must assume authentication and authorization
premises crossing several management domains, which the
distributed application might reach. Considering this, a fun-
damental premise is that this model must serve as a me-
diator between trust models of different security domains,
involving clients and services laid out according to the con-
cept of distributed application

The WS-Trust [23] and WS-Federation [21] provide con-
cepts, services and protocols which form the basis for this
trust model developed to cross management boundaries and
security domains. However, these proposals are omissive
as to the dynamics in the establishment of trust relantion-
ships in environments usually heterogeneous and complex.
Our model is based on the concept of federations [16], [21]
and [11], as a way to group users and in order to facilitate
scalability of our solutions in the management of trust re-
lationships. Each federation in our model characterizes a
security domain.

2.1 Federations

The management in an environment composed of very
different types of individuals, each with different interests,
is very difficult, considering an environment of large scale.
The classic way to facilitate the administration is always to
group them according to abilities and interests. In environ-
ments such as the Internet the problem is how to organize
these groups and the relationships among them. To make it
even more complex, individuals may belong to more than
one group. For instance, the clients of a book shop, orga-
nized in a group, could pay their bills by check or an elec-
tronic card, these belonging to another group, in this case
the group of clients of a bank. So, to get scale and reach
all the individuals and services, groups must communicate
and have trust relationships established among them. These
groups may be described as federations. In [16], [21] and
[11] federations are proposed, whose objective is to group
individuals whom may have interests in common.

The trust model proposed in [16] is based on SPKI feder-
ations, and its objective is to resolve chains of authorization
certificates SPKI/SDSI [[4], [15]] and the dynamic estab-
lishment of new chains of certificates which are the basis for
authorization and authentication in large-scale distributed
applications. Each federation works similarly to a passive
repository of certificates. A principal entering the federa-
tion, supplies all authorization certificates which he desire
to delegate, so that other (principals) may use the same per-
missions as his. Scalability in this environment is achieved
through associations among the federations (webs of fed-
erations). Such associations allow principals to carry out
searches through these webs of federations, without having
to join numerous federations. It is a equalitarian trust sys-
tem which does not impose key hierarchy to gain in scale as
those formed by X.509’s PKI (Public Key Infrastructure).

The grouping of entities (services and clients), through
federations, presented in the specifications [21] and [11]
aims to reduce the complexity in the management of entities
(names) of clients and service providers, however without
requiring a central repository for storing these entities.

2.2 Structural aspects of the WS Domain

The proposed model is based on the concept of federa-
tion, introduced in [16], that in the text we call WS Domain.
The associations of federations allow the construction of
“Web Federations” which are used in the our model and are
called “Web of WS Domains”. In the proposed trust model,
each domain is composed of a manager whom groups his
various affiliates through their security attributes (creden-
tial, certificates, etc). The characteristics of these managers
will depend upon the underlying security technology. For
instance, if this manager is encapsulated in the infrastruc-
ture SDSI/SPKI, he becomes a simple repository of autho-
rization certificates and names of this PKI. If this, on the
other hand, corresponds to a Kerberos server [10], then the
Authentication and Ticket Granting Services of this server
will be available through this manager. In other words, any
PKI or security technology is represented by the manager
of a WS Domain.

In any of these security technologies, the manager has
control over the members, managing their ingression and
egression, as members of the domains, as well as queries
performed by them. The manager’s interfaces with the Web
Services World go through the STS (Security Token Ser-
vices) and XKMS [6].

The STS is part of the WS-Trust specifications and forms
the basis of the trust model of Web Services. Since a STS
is responsible for issuing or granting the attributes which
are valid for all participants in the trust relationship, the es-
tablishment of this trust relationship must be characterized
through our proposal. The STS service plays a fundamental
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role in our model, mainly in the mediation of trust relation-
ships involving two different security domains. A principal
may request, through the STS, security attributes (which ac-
cording to the technology used, might be: tickets, chains of
certificates, etc) needed to access a service within another
security domain.

The XKMS allows the localization and validation of
keys, and functions as an agent which seeks to take com-
plexity off the client, in dealing with public key infrastruc-
ture. The model may be used in the search and validation
of chains of certificates SPKI, for instance. The specifica-
tion is not concerned with which public key infrastructure
will be made available by the XKMS interface, it does not
describe how key, certificate, etc, might be recovered or val-
idated. When X.509 [9] is used the infrastructure could sim-
ply be a repository of keys and certificates accessed through
by XKMS, in which trust is achieved through hierarchic
relations among valid Certification Authorities, available
through STS communications. In the SPKI/SDSI, Certifica-
tion Authorities are not considered, each principal is apt to
issue and sign certificates and the trust relationships are es-
tablished according to the business policy of each principal.
Being a distributed model, the SPKI/SDSI model’s major
difficulty is in the localization of rights owners. To over-
come this difficulty, we use a heuristic (section 2.5) which
describes the navigation in the web of domain in an attempt
to locate the owner of the desired right for its likely delega-
tion if that is the case.

2.3 Trust relationships in the WS Domain

As described earlier (section 2.2), the WS Domains are
composed of a manager and several affiliates (principals),
thus there is only a simple trust relationship between the
affiliates and the manager of the domain. Security Creden-
tials, issued by the manager’s STS, are considered trustwor-
thy by all the affiliates.

Figure 1 illustrates some forms of rights delegation in-
volving only one WS Domain. In the case shown on fig-
ure 1(a), a client “C” wishes to call a service provided by
“R”. Upon receiving the request, “R” verifies whether it is
accompanied by the necessary SAML [12] assertions. If
not, client “C” is informed of the access policy applied
to the service – expressed in WS-Policy [22] – indicat-
ing which attributes are necessary to carry out the ser-
vice (the access). With the challenge at hand the client
calls (message wstrust:RequestSecToken) the manager’s
STS service of his domain, which, through a business
policy, provides him the necessary assertions (message
wstrust:RequestSecTokenResp). In possession of the
assertions, client “C” responds the challenge to “R” and,
this after verifying that assertions presented are valid and

enough, grants access to the service5.
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Figure 1. Inter-Domain trust relationships

In the case shown in figure 1(a), “R” has a trust rela-
tionship with the manager of his domain. Therefore, the
assertions issued by the manager are said to be trustworthy.
This kind of trust relationship may be classified as “Fixed
Trust Root”. It is the case in which the client is active, that
is, apt to handle challenges posed by the service.

In Figure 1(b), “R” upon receiving and verifying that it
does not contain the assertions needed, calls the domain
manager, instead of sending a challenge to “C”, and re-
quest that he generates the assertions needed by “C” this
way guaranteeing access to the service. In this case, the
client application plays a passive role, not being apt to han-
dle challenges, and requiring that authentication and autho-
rization mechanism be transparent to it.

<wsp:Policy xmln:wsse="..." xmlns:wsp="...">
<wsp:ExactlyOne>
<wsse:SecurityToken wsp:Usage="wsp:Required"
wsp:Preference="1">

<wsse:TokenType> wsse:X509v3 </wsse:TokenType>
</wsse:SecurityToken>

<wsp:ExactlyOne>
<wsp:Policy>

Figure 2. Message WS-Policy sent in the chal-
lenge

Both cases (Passive or Active Client) could be applied in
a closed domain, which is composed of several clients and
several service providers. The domain manager would be
playing the role of Certification Authority, guaranteeing to
each client (principal), an authenticated identity associated
with access rights. For any client of a domain to commu-
nicate with the interfaces STS and XKMS of his manager,

5To guarantee protection against replay attack, a random number which
will be used only once (nonce) accompanies the protocol.
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he will have to import corresponding stubs which allow the
execution of the respective protocols.

Details about the delegation of rights and other more
complete cases, involving several Web Domains will be ex-
plained in section 2.4 through an illustrative example.

2.4 Trust relationships crossing WS Domains

In this section a more thorough example will be pre-
sented, which illustrates the steps involved so that a client
“C” may access a service provided by “R” (figure 3). The
proposal presented in this paper aims at the interoperabil-
ity among different WS Domains, which may use different
security technologies. The following case is composed of
three WS Domains. Domain 1 uses SPKI/SDSI for security
technology. Domain 3 is based on X.509. Domain 2’s man-
ager is able to work with SPKI/SDSI as well as with X.509
and, in the example presented here, will mediate the trust
between domains 1 and 3, since there is no trust relation
between 1 and 3.
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Figure 3. Interaction among participants in
the proposed model

Client “C”, in domain 1, is requesting access to the ser-
vice provided by “R” (step 1), which is present in domain
3. The challenge placed by “R” could be of the type “accept
assertions issued by principal X’s key” (step 2). Client “C”
must seek the principal X, for this that calling the service
XKMS of his manager so that he might localize the respec-
tive principal. With this localization, “C” may through a di-
rect communication with the holder of rights (principal X),
get the delegation of such rights. This is a typical model of
the SPKI/SDSI. Through a central rights repository within
the domain, the manager helps the members find the rights.

There are cases in which the principal owner of rights
does not belong to the SPKI/SDSI domain and thus, is not
apt to delegate authorization certificates. Supposing that
“R” only accepts security attributes issued by the manager
of his own domain. In the case of the example in figure 3,
the challenge sent by “R” may contain the location of his
manager (domain 3’s manager) (step 2). However client
“C” will not be able to call him, since the client, in our ex-
ample, is a principal SPKI/SDSI and does not understand
how X.509 works, a PKI which is the basis for the manager
of “R”. This way, client “C” calls the manager of his do-
main to try and find a “trustworthy path” which guarantees
authorization to service “R” (step 3).

The Managers of “C” (Domain 1) and of “R” (Domain
3) do not have a Trust relationship between them. The man-
ager of “C” must perform a search (heuristic, section 2.5)
throughout the domains with which it has trust relation-
ships, in order to find a trustworthy path which will lead
him to the manager of “R”. In our proposal this search per-
formed by the managers and it is similarly to Gnutela [3]
protocol, which facilitates the navigation through the web
of associates, this way achieving scale without requiring the
manager to know all other likely partners in the web.

In the example in figure 3 the path between domains 1
and 3 is intermediated6 by domain 2. The manager of “C”
requests to STS7 of domain 2 the necessary attributes to
establish communication with the manager of “R” (step 4).

Finally, the manager of domain 1, through his STS ser-
vice, provides client “C” with all the necessary credentials
(issued by him and by intermediate managers) so that he
may communicate with the STS service of the manager of
“R” (step 5). Assuming a simple negotiation, the manager
of “R” analysis the informed credential (in step 6), veri-
fies if they are valid and then supply the credentials (step 7)
requested by the client (Figure 4 illustrates the message for
the request of credentials to the STS.). Now in possession of
the rights, the client sends a challenge response to “R” (step
8), who confronts it with the policies applied to it and, the
validation of the signatures using the XKMS service of his
domain (step 9), thus guaranteeing access (step 10). Details
about access control, applied to resource “R”, are shown in
section 2.6.

In the case presented above the manager of domain 1 has
a fundamental and active role. The manager is responsible
to searches for the associate managers, requests the creden-
tials and provides the client with all the necessary means
to communicate directly with the owner of rights, in this

6Knowing that there might be several intermediate domains, and con-
sidering that the greater this number of intermediate domains, less likely it
will be for one to get the desired rights.

7The business policy involved in the issuing of these attributes is di-
rectly related to the application, and it might be simple, in which each re-
quest generates a response free of costs, or complex, which would involve
the payment of taxes.
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<soap:Envelope>
<soap:Header>

<ws:Security>...</ws:Security>
</soap:Header>
<soap:Body>

<wstrust:RequestSecurityToken>
<wstrust:TokenType> SAML </wstrust:TokenType>
<wstrust:RequestType>

ReqExchange
</wstrust:RequestType>
<wstrust:OnBehalfOf>

<ws:BinarySecurityToken
id="OriginalToken" ValueType="SPKI">

AngqvCfA0cGB+ /WRhiy+9rJ02YHh1C
</ws:BinarySecurityToken>

</wstrust:OnBehalfOf>
</wstrust:RequestSecurityToken>

</soap:Body>
</soap:Envelope>

Figure 4. Message for the request of creden-
tials

case the manager of “R”. This kind of behavior makes the
implementation of the members of each Web domain less
complex, making this search transparent to them. However,
another plausible and interesting logic would be the case in
which the manager would find the path of associations and
would return this information to the client. So the client is
the only one responsible for negotiating with each interme-
diate manager until he gets the rights to communicate with
the service requested.

The reliability of the channel, in terms of integrity and
confidentiality, is achieved through WS-Security [14] as
well as the SAML assertions, not requiring (though not for-
bidding) the use of mechanisms in the lower layers, for in-
stance the use of the HTTPS protocol.

2.5 Search-for-rights Heuristic

In the case of the example illustrated in figure 3, the man-
ager of domain 1 wishes to locate, among the domains with
which it has trust relationships, a trustworthy path which
will lead him to the manager of domain 3. A Heuristic is
presented here which in our work was conceived for the
(peer-to-peer) interaction model. The protocol which fol-
lows this model has two messages: query, which is used
in the search for rights; and the queryHit, which informs
that the resource has been found. The algorithm below de-
scribes how the search for rights is performed, in this case
the message “query”.

The message query is composed of four variables:
source – from where came the request; resource – say-

Algorithm 1 query(source,resource,P, ttl)
Require: T = { Table with all nodes where there are trust relations}
Require: D = { Local directory with information about security domain’s members}
1: if (resource⊂ D) then
2: queryHit(source,resource,P, p)
3: else
4: if (ttl > 0) then
5: N←− T
6: while N �= ∅ do
7: x←− getElement(N)
8: P←− source∩P
9: query(actualNode,resource,P, ttl−1)

10: N←− N \{x} {Removes the element x from the set N}
11: end while
12: end if
13: end if

ing which resource to be searched; P – a set containing
the reverse sequence of all nodes through which the request
passed; and ttl – which indicates a lifetime for a search,
preventing it from extending indefinitely, thus limiting its
propagation.

A node (p), in our case a domain manager in the web,
upon receiving a “query” message verifies in his local
repository – a set D of algorithm 1 – if it has the searched
“resource” and, if it does, send a “queryHit” message to the
node which originated the “query” message. Otherwise, a
“query” message is sent to all the nodes (domains) – set T –
with which it has trust relationships (lines 6-11). For each
new level the “query” message descends, the value of “ttl”
is decremented, preventing the message to propagate indef-
initely.

With this heuristic it is possible to cover a great variety of
nodes in search for rights without requiring a central reposi-
tory to tell who has the right over what. The performance of
the algorithm may be improved through the implementation
of local indexes, which retains information about which re-
sources are provided by which nodes. The maintenance of
the indexes is performed through the very queries to that
node, leaving stored there for instance, the n last queries.

2.6 Access control

This section details step 9 from figure 3, illustrating the
process of access control to the resource. The system ac-
cess policies are defined in XACML [13] and the decision
and the enforcement are done through PDP (Policy Deci-
sion Point) and PEP (Policy Enforcement Point) [24], re-
spectively. Figure 5 illustrates the access control’s steps.

Whenever a client makes a request without authentica-
tion assertions issued by a reliable authority, this request is
intercepted by PEP, which forwards it to the Authentication
Authority (step 1) which in turn queries the X-KISS service
– provided by the XKMS interface of the domain’s man-
ager – in order to validate the signature (step 2). In step 3 a
SAML authentication assertion is generated (step 3).

In possession of the SAML authentication assertion, the
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Figure 5. Access control to the resource

PEP supplies it to the Attributes Authority (step 4) in order
to obtain a SAML attributes assertion. In the assertion, all
the attributes that are related to the SAML authentication
assertion provided by PEP are inserted. Finally, it issues an
SAML attributes assertion (step 5).

In step 6 the PEP forwards the SAML authentication as-
sertions and attributes assertions to PDP, so that it may de-
termine whether access must be granted or not. The PDP
confronts the attributes supplied with the system policies
(step 8) and returns a SAML authorization assertion to PEP
(step 9). The PEP in possession of the SAML authoriza-
tion assertion, determines what information the client may
obtain from the protected resource (step 10).

3 Implementation

For the implementation Java was the programming lan-
guage used and as an application server TomCat 5 was
adopted. Apache Axis8 was used as implementation SOAP
and to work with encryption and signing of documents
XML, the Apache XML Security API9 was used. And as
support to SAML the OpenSAML API10 was used.

The prototype implemented consists of Web Services in
which a domain with a SPKI manager was defined, which
allows that trust relationships be established dynamically,
providing means to locate and negotiate rights with their
respective owners. The services STS and XKMS of the
manager of the domain were also implemented, meeting the
requirements of interoperability, after all the STS services
of our prototype will have to communicate with different
managers which encapsulate different security technologies
(in the prototype we are initially support the PKIs X.509
and SPKI/SDSI), to allow intermediation among technolo-
gies. The development of the XKMS service was neces-

8http://ws.apache.org/axis/
9http://xml.apache.org/security

10http://www.opensaml.org

sary since the current implementations, such as TSIK (Trust
Service Integration Kit) from VeriSign [18], do not support
SPKI/SDSI certificates. The access control mechanisms in
the prototype were implemented in the same machine of the
application server; but the model supports other configu-
rations, where for instance the PDP could be present in a
different machine than that of the application server.

As an example application we use a previous work: the
“Papers Search Service”. This application addresses the
current need for a central repository for academic papers.
Usually, each organization has its own paper repository and
search engines, what requires users to know how to execute
may different queries for each service.

The example application acts as a central repository of
academic papers with interfaces for queries about specific
papers selected by author, title and others. Therefore, users
authenticate once and make queries to obtain results from
several organizations (see figure 6).

Client

Web Service − A

WS − B

WS − C

WS − D

Figure 6. Dynamic of “Papers Search Service”

The application consists of only one simple interface
which gathers information derived from different service
providers. For the system user, this distribution is trans-
parent and the access control mechanisms among the differ-
ent systems collaborate through trust relationships among
the domains, thus allowing a client’s security attributes in a
domain to be acknowledged in other domains. The environ-
ment comprised by the prototype consists of three domains,
in which the trust relationship between the client’s domain
and service provider’s domain is intermediated through a
third domain (as illustrated in figure 3).

4 Related Work

The work of Welch [20] describes how to allow the dy-
namic creation of services as well as trust domains, having
his application geared towards Globus’ tool kit (a platform
for grid computing architecture) [7]. The security infras-
tructure specification for grid computing architecture, as-
sume the integration with Web Services and benefits from
the security standards, such as SAML and WS-Security.
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Some security challenges present in grid computing ar-
chitecture are shown, being the dynamics of the environ-
ment the main challenge, since the service (resources) may
be activated or deactivate dynamically during the life cy-
cle of a resources-allocation session. This type of envi-
ronment congregates several management and security do-
mains, consequently different security technologies. In the
proposal, security is provided as services, being The Cre-
dential Conversion Service responsible for enabling differ-
ent domains to communicate.

The security services described by Wlech [20] work sim-
ilarly to the services used in our proposal, however Wlech
does not describe how trust relationships are established,
nor how to locate, if necessary, possible rights owners.
In our work such questions are addressed and its use in
grid computing architecture could be adopted without great
modifications.

Work [19] proposes a kind of architecture for the estab-
lishment of trust relationship among strange parties through
gradual unveiling of credentials. A typical case would use
a trustworthy third party so that the negotiation may take
place.

Such solution becomes a bottle neck in large scale en-
vironments. According to Winslett [19], it is difficult to
implement zero-knowledge tests efficiently. Therefore, the
method “what needs to be known” was adopted, in which
the parties involved supply their policies only when neces-
sary. The proposal manages to protect the credentials of the
involved parties, however without forbidding the communi-
cation among them. But, if the negotiation involves several
parties, for each party it will be necessary to establish an au-
thentication, creating a problem in an environment of large
scale.

The partial unveiling proposed by Winslett in thesis is
similar to the architecture we propose. Each principal is
the holder of several rights, described through SPKI/SDSI
certificates, or through other forms. The rights are only re-
vealed according to each service. These rights are expressed
through SAML assertions, allowing them to transpose do-
mains and operate in large scale environments.

In [17] a model geared towards the negotiation of trust
for Web Services is presented. The Model defines services
which must allow interaction among attributes authorities
and public key infrastructure. State Machines are used in
the management of policies’ life cycle, associated to the re-
sources.

Like the work of Winslett [19], the proposal of Skogsrud
[17] aims to establish trust gradually, using state machines,
in which different states would be associated to different
rights. The proposal allows changes in the current policies
without interrupting the ongoing negotiations. Skogsrud’s
approach using state machines is interesting since it predicts
the path an authentication might follow. In our work the

interactions among the principals may assume several paths
and a state machine mapping would bring some formalism
to our proposal.

In work [5] a security infrastructure for heterogeneous
middlewares is presented. To coordinate the trust rela-
tionships among the different systems the Keynote [1] was
adopted, however the infrastructure also provides support to
SPKI/SDSI. The authorization policies of each middleware
are coded in Keynote certificates and vice-versa. This al-
lows heterogeneous security domains to be crossed, serving
as the basis for the decentralized support of security poli-
cies. The work details the advantages of the systems which
are based on the concept of trust management [2] on sys-
tems which use the X.509.

Foley’s objective is to cross limits imposed by technolo-
gies through Keynote certificates [5]. In our model we pro-
pose to overcome such limits through the use of standards
for Web Services, in this case the WS-Trust, which seems
more adequate since it is a standard being defined. The
crossing of limits brought problems to the localization of
rights needed by each domain and that way we describe
how to overcome such problem through the concept of fed-
erations and the navigation heuristic.

5 Conclusions

The Web Services appeared, through open standards, in
order to be an integrative technology, overcoming difficul-
ties present in earlier models, such as the possibility to cross
packages filter and the use of XML in the exchange of mes-
sages.

Solution proposals to Web Services must guarantee inter-
operability, since without this characteristic the use of Web
Services is worthless. We described in this work a way to
integrate applications which use different security technolo-
gies. The security proposals to Web Services along with
XML security standards were adopted to form the basis of
the proposed model. This model provides then, confiden-
tiality, integrity and authenticity, and also a means to locate
security attributes, thus enabling the creation of trust rela-
tionships dynamically.

In this work the confidentiality of clients’ services issue
was not addressed. Specifications such as the Liberty Al-
liance [11] and the proposal WS-Federation [21] propose
pseudonyms services which guarantees such confidential-
ity. As future work we would have the adoption and adap-
tation of the use of pseudonyms services, meeting the re-
quirements of a niche of applications.
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